dependent parameter of threshold stimulus quantitation. The inference from finding optimal morphine-sensitivity of the threshold when employing a combination of relatively large area of stimulation (730 mm.2 cross-sectional area of radiant beam) and relatively short duration (4 seconds), was that such a pattern of emphasis on spatial neural facilitation probably integrates the phenomenon more closely with higher pain mechanisms,40 hence these characteristics of stimulus were chosen for present observations. Use was made of an "interval-splitting" approach to the threshold, with time between trial stimuli of two cycles of the particular stimulators used (75 seconds), as previously exculpated.40 Some artificial blackening had failed to decrease usefully dispersion of data on animals selected for darkness of skin,40 such animals without added blackening have been used. The increased stimulus efficiency, per se, resulting from blackening, was of no inherent usefulness, because the stimulus is quantitated in indirect units (lamp wattage) .
The data to be analyzed are pretreatment or resting readings, in studies to be reported in part elsewhere. Specifically, they are three successive threshold readings per animal, finished at 20-minute intervals. Such readings were made alternately on two animals during the early forenoon and on two during the early afternoon, except in those cases where one, or more, of the four animals was omitted.
Results I. Inter-and intra-animal variability among the three successive threshold readings. Instability and exclusion from computations of the first reading. All resting readings by two operators of respective stimulators, working during periods separated by a year and a half, are summarized and analyzed in table 1. The absolute values of lamp wattage in the two sets (I and II) are not comparable because of different efficiencies of the optical systems in the respective stimulators.
Each set of data shows among animals significant differences, large in comparison with uncontrollable variability in measurement (animal-time discrepance). Also, the second reading tends to be slightly but significantly less than the first, but no significant difference between the second and third was demonstrated.
Consistency in the amount of (mean) drop in threshold between readings one and two for the two sets of data would be a positive test of stability of initial experimental conditions. Granted the likelihoood that the main difference in average measured threshold levels between the two sets is due to the difference in available stimulating heat per watt of reading as imposed by the respective optical systems, .2 a comparison of percentage change from the first reading to the average of the second and third readings in the two sets would be legitimate. This change computes at 4.2 and 1.6 per cent, respectively, for sets I and II, thus suggesting a difference in gradient of initial experimental stabilization for the two op-erator-machineperiod-animal sample combinations.
To test the significance of this difference, it was desirable to use a transformation of the variates which would render the "error" variance of the two sets homogeneous and independent of means. Inspection of table 1 reveals that the means of the two sets and the respective Verror variance differ by the same ratio, approximately 1: 2; i. e., error relative to mean watts was essentially the same for the two samples of data.* The logarithmic transformation was therefore the obvious one to accomplish the foregoing ends, and at the same time to yield the desired relative measure of threshold change in the two sets.
Analysis of the resulting "log thresholds" (table 2, A) yields the same condusions as available before the transformation (table 1) . In addition, the now-convenient comparison between the two sets of data (table 2, B) shows, at item (1) , for the pooled data as was already shown for the individual sets, a significant drop between reading one and two and no significant change between two and three. The difference between mean readings with the two optical systems hardly needs the proof provided in item (2) . The point of main in.terest here is item (3) , which shows that the logarithmic, or relative drift between readings is significantly different for the two sets. That is, experimental conditions affecting the small drop in threshold from reading one to reading two were not identical for the two sets of data.
Since these large samples of data, both individually and pooled, failed to suggest a difference between the second and third readings, adequate experimental stability is probably attained at the time of the second reading. It would thus seem desirable to calculate the mean resting threshold from the second and third readings, leaving the first reading in all cases for a more general type of experimental * It should be pointed out that the proportionality of average error to mean value for the two samples is the result of artificial imposition of two respective scales of measurement (stimulators), and does not imply that error by either scale would be so related to measured value. Such would indicate a "lognormal""6 interanimal distribution, which is contrary to actual observation (vide ixfra). control. But how, quantitatively, is precision in establishing a "resting" threshold affected by the reduction in available data resulting from exdusion of the first reading? To supply information on this point the two sets of data were subjected to analysis including only second and third readings (table 3) . Error per degree of freedom for set II is seen to be significantly reduced, indeed, in an amount which approximately compensates for the loss in degrees of freedom resul.ting from dropping the first readings. Since error was not significantly reduced in set I, one may infer that the difference between sets I and II in relative threshold drop after the first reading may possibly be due to an inconsistency of circumstance affecting the first reading in set II, not present significantly for set I. A further point now apparen-t is that error in establishing the resting threshold on the basis of second and third readings is significantly less in set II than in set I. The difference approximates that which might be expected from the fact that though in both cases readings were made within S watts, this represents greater relative precision for the larger wattages involved in set II. There is, reciprocally, a strong suggestion (P = 0.05) of greater variability in thresholds among the animals of set II than among those of set I, but such a suggestion of heterogeneity may arise, e. g., from differences in the artificial depilation at the respective periods (vide infra).
The working implication of these analyses is that if under present conditions comparable data are to be collected over long periods from animals of varying sources and incompletely controlled conditions, by different operators of different stimulators, some precision is gained in establishing stable "resting" thresholds of individual animals if the first of three consecutive (20- STANDARD MEASURE (STANDARD DEVIATIONS) FIGURE 2 old in the animals, for a uniform experimental circumstance; viz., the change from first reading to the mean of the better stabilized second and third readings. In Fig. 2 The data of set I were subjected to analysis of covariance-"35 of The results were entirely negative. Heterogeneity among the ("adjusted") mean thresholds for the 16 subclasses of color and time of day was indeed somewhat less than would be expected from inter-animal variability within subclasses (F = < 1, with 15 and 1 16 degrees of freedom). The (average) correlation coefficient for a time lapse-threshold relationship was not significant (r = 0.139, with 116 degrees of freedom) over the period of 74 days studied.
In the second set of data, sex and body weight were also recorded. In this set, lack of significant difference in mean threshold between the first and last chronological halves of the data again failed to evidence a drift over the lapse of 60 days involved. Covariance of threshold on body weight, with the data stratified according to sex and whether forenoon or afternoon (table 7) , yielded no significant positive information. Thus no influence on the data could be demonstrated for time of day, lapse of 2 or 3 months' time, shade of skin color (all dark), sex, or body weight of animal within the range studied.
V. An erratic influene according to day or group of days. Finally, classification of the data by day and time of day (table 8) 
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revealed the only clue concerning a specific, outstanding source of variability among animals. There is an important influence associated with day, or group of days, of observation. Since there was no regular regression on lapse of days (vide supra), this must have been some erratic influence more or less randomly distributed.
Discussion
The small drift downward in threshold on successive readings, which may continue very gradually after the second reading for as long as four hours40 is speculative as to its nature. That a diurnal change in the animal is importantly involved is discounted by failure of a significant difference in results among animals according to the time of day read. In this respect the present results with an objective component of the pain reaction in animals agree interestingly with those of Hardy et al.,20 and Schumacher, Goodell, Hardy, and Wolff83 with pain perception in man. The drift is thus apparently associated with the experimental conditions.40 In any event, even including the first and particularly unstable reading, it is so small as not seriously to complicate experimentation, and furthermore, the first reading can be excluded from computations.
The finding that fluctuations in threshold in individual animals, as sampled by variability in the above drift, are more nearly lognormally than normally distributed is of both practical and fundamental interest. From the former point of view, log threshold changes would yield better estimates of the average and would be more amenable to standard statistical procedures than changes expressed as watts or other stimulus-energy units. Specific justification thus arises for the logarithmic treatment of threshold changes which was originally adopted40 for more general reasons.
Of more fundamental interest is the inference from their approximately lognormal distribution that random factors influencing threshold fluctuations operate to an important extent in quasi (vide infra) proportion to, or quasi relative to, the general peripherally measured threshold level. This seems very probably in close relation to a well-known property of sensory perception, viz., that within limits, for linear progression of central neural effect an approximately (quasi) logarithmic (geometric, exponential, relative) progression of stimulus is required (Weber-Fechner law). That is, the approximately lognormal fluctuations observed in peripheral threshold prob-ably reflect random fluctuations predominantly central in origin; or, correlatively, random fluctuations in central limen require, within limits, quasi exponential adjustments in peripheral stimulus energy for liminal effects. The a priori likelihood of random lability in the complex central mechanism dominating that in the periphery would indeed be granted.
Such inferences are, furthermore, in line with Bishop's7 contention that a potential subliminal margin of peripheral pain-receptor activity exists, particularly in relation to reaction as distinguished from perception. Visualize an approximately exponential fluctuation of the upper border of the peripheral energizing background for this subliminal activity as central limen varies arithmetically.
Since subjective pain has not been a convenient field of sensation for demonstration of the Weber-Fechner approximation in terms of graded sensation, the present distribution data may thus be considered as evidence of the approximation's operation in an c!bjective reaction integrated with pain.
The largeness of variations in threshold among animals as compared with variability of change within animals40 tempts one to suppose that the normal (non-lognormal) distribution of thresholds among animals represents superimposition of an additional and predominant set of random factors operating independently of the peripherally measured threshold, peripheral to the neural centers, and by assuming functional similarity at the various synaptic levels (vide infra), as far peripherally as the receptor or surrounding dermal tissue. Such general possibilities come to mind, and in relation to the erratic day-to-day influence observed, as varying sources of animals, nutritional states, detailed manners of daily depilation by rotated attendants, etc.
One is led to predict that with adequate attention to uniformity in such details, central, hence presumably approximately lognormal dispersing influences among animals might be unmasked into predominance as in the case of intra-animal fluctuations. This thought is supported by reported observation of a lognormal distribution of human dermal weight perception thresholds (referred to in ref. 18 ). In comparing thresholds among depilated animals under present conditions, however, the wattage (energy) scale (of a given stimulator) without transformation is the appropriate one.
Lack of demonstrable influences on threshold of time of day, body weight (and,/or age), or sex is in interesting agreement with analogous results of Wolff et al. 20 33 on the human pain-perception threshold.
A statistical concept of quantitative biological gradation. The fundamental question arises as to the site or sites, in passing from stimulus to central effect, where excitation 'becomes an approximately exponential function of stimulus energy. Receptor impulse-discharge into sensory nerve fibers is more nearly proportional to the logarithm of -the stimulus energy than to a linear scale thereof, not only for the single sensory unit-sensory nerve fiber with its endings-(e. g., th'e frog muscle proprioceptor,27 the arthropod photoreceptor,24 the mammalian muscle proprioceptor,28 and the audi'tory receptor,19 but also for multiple-fiber preparations, e. g., of frog musdle proprioceptors,3'
' mammalian "pressure" receptors,4 and frog cutaneous nociceptors (ref. 26 , intercepts of Fig. 6 ). The carotid sinus pressoreceptors"10' and pulmonary stretch receptors' may be exceptions, but complications of tangential forces in a hollow viscus enter into their consideration.
Quantitative data on the eye are instructive in passing on through synaptic relays. It has already been noted above that in the arthropod eye, where the photosensitive cell-nerve fiber junction is a simple one without opportunity for spatial summation, nerve fiber discharge approximates an exponential function of stimulus; the same can be said for the local electric response of this eye, presumably an expression 'of local excitation.22 Now it is of interest to note that the electrical manifestation of ganglionic excitation in the mammalian retina (the retinal potential) where spatial summation mechanisms are highly operative, 'bears a similar relationship to stimulus.12' 13, 21 Furthermore, the same approximation holds across the two-stage, spatially summating synaptic relay into single fiber23 and multifiber2 optic nerve discharge.
One might at this point be tempted to attribute the approximately logarithmic transformation, so to speak, of stimulus energy to the level of the peripheral receptor and look upon successive junctional sites as linear relays, but there is evidence to the contrary. For example, from experiments in which the receptor level was by-passed by controlled, direct stimulation of afferent nerve fibers, Bishop, Heinbecker, and O'Leary8 recorded data which show a similar approximate exponential relationship between number of afferent impulses and peripheral effect, thus carrying the present consideration from beyond the receptor, through the centers, and to the effector. Perhaps analogous to this circumstance of the WeberFechner approximation in physiology is the well-known approximately exponential form of dose-effect curves in pharmacology, fairly irrespective of site or level of initial action.
The first temptation thus gives way to entertainment of the seemingly greater likelihood that at various (e. g., junctional) sites a fairly uniform law operates in the summation and relaying of excitation, but in such a manner that the form of relationship between initial stimulus and progressing excitation does not necessarily suffer incremental qualitative change from one relay to the next.
It has often been pointed out that the Weber-Fechner law and allied relationships are but approximations applying only to intermediate segments of total effect ranges, and the same is certainly in general true of the logarithmic dose-effect approximation in drug action. In cases where the experimental range has been wide enough, the nature of failure of the law has fairly uniformly been a gradual decrease in slope of the log stimulus-(or dose-) effect curve at the upper end, and commonly at the lower, thus resulting in a basically sigmoid curve reminding one of a cumulative probability or frequency curve. This is apparent at one or both ends of studied ranges in three of the four works referred to above on single sensory fiiber discharge, in two of the four on multifiber discharge, in the work of Chaffee et al.,12' 13 and of Hartline 21, 22 on the retinal potential, in that of Hartline23 and of Adrian and Mathews2 on single and multifiber optic nerve discharge, and in the data of Bishop et al. 8 That it is a common experience in pharmacology also is evident from looking through publications in this field.
One is thus led naturally to the proposition that cumulative statistical probability is a very basic law in so-called quantitative gradation of physiological and pharmacological phenomena. This will be recognized as closely related, e. g., to Hecht's25 concept concerning visual acuity and brightness difference threshold, and Shackell's34 and Gaddum's" ideas concerning the actions of certain drugs. The present thought, however, is more accommodating in scope: perhaps the main basis for criticism of the concepts of Hecht, Shackell, and Gaddum has -been their limitation to a single level of frequency or probability integration, thus excluding concurrent gradation within discrete units; it is proposed that a: simple extension of integrated probability to successive lower levels of discrete units accommodates unitary gradation at a given level and removes any necessity for choice between all-or-none and graded action of units such as is felt by Rosenblueth.29 To illustrate, a scale of stimulus energy will progress with a characteristic cumulative probability or relative frequency of random association with some specific physico-chemical activation on one terminal of a sensory unit (afferent fiber). A second order of frequency distribution of such first order probability ranges will exist for the several terminals of the unit, along the energy scale, according to their random diversity of average susceptibility. The summated terminal activation for the sensory unit will thus progress along the energy scale as the second order cumulation of first order cumulations, which is analogous to summation of individual sample distributions into an eventual population distribution in experimental procedure, and does not inherently require deviation in form of the second order cumulation from that of the first. This meets a requirement pointed out by citations above; viz., that a common law be applicable at successive stages of excitation without inherently requisite incremental qualitative change in the overall relation. Similarly, a third order cumulation will be of the distribution of sensory units converging to the second neurone, according to the averages of their respective average terminal distributions, and so on to the central or end effect.
Concurrence The present concept obviously implies a fundamental similarity between gradation of a quantitative effect and the frequency distribution of a qualitative effect, such as mortality percentage. Each is based on the overall cumulative frequency of suscepti;bility of discrete units of successive statistical population levels, along the scale of an independent variable. From the practical point of view of measurement, 'however, a distri'bution percentage commonly cannot be determined in the former case because of lack of a measurable maximum, hence the probability scale so useful in the latter cannot be applied in the former. Such partially satisfactory devices as the logarithmic scale seem inevitable. Thus, it would be most impractical in the present type of experiment to determine wattage at which maximal pain-reaction occurs, for the purpose of transforming the wattage scale to an inverse probit scale in terms of which random fluctuations in central limen would be more precisely normally distributed. Summary 1. A statistical analysis was made of resting, threshold, radiant thermal stimulus energies (lamp wattage) required for eliciting the nociceptive contraction of the musculus cutaneous maximus, which previous work40 had placed in close integration with central pain mechanisms. The data consisted of three successive "readings" at 20-minute intervals on 365 animals, 133 by one operator and stimulator, and 232 by another operator and stimulator during a subsequent period. Due to a variable small drop between the first and second readings, the second and third were used in computing the resting threshold without significant loss in precision due to reduction in degrees of freedom.
2. Changes in thresholds in individual animals as measured by the difference between the first and the average of the second and third readings in watts were not normally distributed, but were (approximately?) so after logarithmic transformation of the original readings in watts. This approximately "lognormal" distribution of threshold changes points the way to analysis of experimental designs based on threshold changes. It was inferentially related to the Weber-Fechner approximation through a presumed predominantly central origin of random fluctuations entailing corresponding approximately exponential fluctuations in peripheral liminal stimulus on a subliminal margin of receptor activation.
3. The distribution of thresholds among animals was approximately normal without transformation. This finding was inferentially related to the greater absolute varialbility among than within animals-to peripheral random factors superimposed upon and dominating central factors, such as a demonstrated erratic day-to-day influence of animal source, condition, and/or manner of depilation, etc.
4. Without significant influence on the thresholds were: elapse of as many as 74 days of observation, time of day, shade of (dark) skin color, body weight, and/or age within the range studied, and sex.
5. A statistical concept of gradation of so-called quantitative biological effects is proposed, based on successive levels of cumulative frequency distributions of preceding frequency distributions, biologically skewed and kurtotic in specific natural and experimental manners, and so fortuitously providing various degrees of success to such devices as the Weber-Fechner approximation.
